
Best Buffet or Action Station: Food and Beverage 2020

Name: Cheese On Draught

100 Word Max Synopsis of the entry: 

You know what sounds awesome? A river of warm, gooey cheese. You know what’s even more 
awesome? Cheese sauce on demand! From a beer tap! Thanks to a client’s passing comment 
during a menu planning meeting, we came up with “Nacho Cheese on Draught”, quite possibly 
the most crazy-cool way to present a nacho bar. Imagine walking up to a wall of taps, pulling a 
handle, and pouring hot beer-infused cheese sauce over chips, then hitting a toppings bar. We 
did. Then we built it. And 3,500 holiday party guests loved it!


1000 word max description addressing the following:

- Describe the buffet or station design concept and presentation

- Describe the creative process used to design the buffet or station

- Detail the setup of the buffet and functionality of the presentation 

- Describe any challenges or obstacles and how they were overcome

Our team had long coveted an annual, high-profile corporate holiday event in our market. The 
client already had worked with us on several events over the years, and we had made it clear 
that we would love to cater their holiday party. After 12 years at the same venue that did not 
allow outside catering, our client was ready for a change. We brought them to our own 
exclusive venue, big enough for their 3,500 guests.


At our first in-person meeting in March, our client provided their theme: a Coachella-inspired 
festival party. Not an original theme, they knew, but one they had not yet produced. At our 
second meeting in April, we began discussing menu, bouncing ideas around the room. The 
concept was “refined festival fare”. At one point, our client half-jokingly said, “It would be 
amazing if we could have a flowing wall of cheese…a cheese waterfall! With a nacho bar!” That 
was the spark we needed. Our creative juices were officially flowing!


At our next meeting in May, we learned that our client had a new theme: “The Future”. 
Apparently, the two A-list entertainment acts (including a world-famous DJ) they were pursuing 
didn’t fit the “relaxed festival” vibe. But they (and we) were still enthralled with the idea of a 
cheese waterfall. Well, we figured it probably wouldn’t work in an environment of 3,500 
partygoers with hungry bellies and thirsty livers. You know, hot cheese spraying everywhere as 
guests tried to cover their nachos…probably not the safest thing. With the new theme, though, 
we had a “Eureka!” moment. In the future, we were guessing (OK…hoping!) that warm gooey 
cheese would be ON-TAP, ON-DEMAND!


In June we formed our in-house R+D team. Led by our Culinary R+D Chef and our Chief 
Culinary Officer, we brought in our on-staff certified Cicerone, Warehouse Ops Specialist, and 
our Senior Event Producer and Director of Business Development. Culinary + Beverage + 
Operations + Sales = #WinningCombo!


We agreed that our final product rich flavor, creamy texture, and warm temperature. Our 
Culinary R+D Chef needed some time to ideate, to let his mind wander. He took exactly three 
nights finally to “dream about the cheese”, and he came up with an idea. Beer-infused cheese 
sauce with added flavor from garlic, onion powder and other spices. Our Chief Culinary Officer 
suggested we start with IPAs, stouts and lagers. The alcohol in the beer is boiled off, so guests 
of all ages can enjoy our cheese sauce. Our Warehouse Ops Specialist reminded us to keep 
the “user experience” front-of-mind, right next to set/strike efficiency and cleaning. Our Sales 
leaders insisted that we use local craft beers and make the station an “Instagrammable 
moment”.


We needed a pump mechanism to push the liquid cheese through a tap. Our Cicerone chimed 
in: we needed CO2 to push it through - just like a draught beer system. We all thought the 



same thing next - cheese sauce in kegs! Our Culinarians immediately hurled brain cells at the 
“flow” rate and keeping the sauce stabilized. Have you ever heard a Chef talk about “viscosity 
of cheese”? Neither had we. Too thick, and the cheese would clog the system. Too thick, and it 
would run rapidly like water out the tap.


Our Culinary R+D Chef and Cicerone concluded that three gallons of cheese sauce in a keg-
like vessel would keep the cheese for up to 90 minutes. The challenge was the CO2 - it put a 
chill into the cheese sauce. Yikes! (A typical beer will flow at ~3-8%, but our pressure for 
cheese had to shoot up to 30-35% depending on the beer infusion. We had to find the right 
balance, movement of product + air. Our Cicerone played with the CO2 levels, finally getting 
the right pressurization needed to push the sauce through the lines at the right speed. The rest 
of our team focused on the “front of the wall” - the part that guests would see and interact 
with. We had one of our beer distributors bring us a few local brews and their respective tap 
handles. In August we assembled the test unit - one single tap centered in a plywood “wall” 
supported in the back so it stood upright, with keg, tank and hoses hidden behind.


OMG…it worked! It actually worked! But we had to test it on a small scale event before we 
could launch it with 3,500 holiday party animals. In October we presented “Nacho Cheese on 
Draught” at a 120-person stations-reception. But 15 minutes before doors, the cheese was still 
coming out cold. Chef reduced the amount of cheese in the tank, heated it more, and wrapped 
the keg in moving blankets from our truck (so high tech!). Now the sauce was hot enough to 
balance the CO2 chilling effect. We figured out that we needed to keep the cheese in a double-
boiler until ready for service, then quickly promptly load the cheese into the respective tank 
and wrap it in moving blankets behind the tap wall.


For the big holiday party, we built two wall units with four taps each. Each wall was “faced” 
with faux brick/stone, and each tap featured a hanging sign identifying the beer-infused sauce. 
Guests grabbed Kant-Leak baskets of chips, hit the taps, then the toppings bar with mole-
braised chicken, stewed pinto & black beans, pickled jalapenos, sour cream, and cilantro-
tossed tomatoes. We knew it would be Instagrammable, but we didn’t expect the insanity! 
“Here - take my phone” - pics, videos, Boomerangs, Facetime…guests went bananas! The line 
eventually reached 50-deep, but no one minded. Everyone was talking about the “cheese wall” 
and patiently waiting their turn (sometimes second or third turn).


Recipe for 37 3oz portions 
1 large #10 can of cheese sauce

2 12oz cans of beer

1 tbsp garlic powder

2 tbsp onion powder


Equipment 
Regulator

20 c02 Tank

Keg Spout

1/2 Inch Beer Hose

Wrench

Washers

Can Opener

Moving Blanket

Clamps 

Keg Connectors
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